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The Irix team is made up of a lot of passionate photographers – that’s why we understand how 

important it is to be able to quickly snap a fleeting moment. Every minute shooting is a chance to capture an 

extraordinary shot. We know that the shooting process is not only about pressing the camera’s shutter 

button, but also about a series of preparations and appropriate technical solutions. Based on many years of 

experience and hundreds of hours spent on the road (with camera in hand), we’ve designed the Irix Edge 

Traveller Filter Case, which protects your filters, while still being quick and easy to use. 

 

Our goals were obvious. The case needed to feature: 

     • Maximum filter protection during transport 

     • A slim and lightweight design 

     • A compact and mobile size 

     • Simple ease of use 

     • Convenient storage pockets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Irix Edge Traveller Filter 

Case is compatible with all 100mm 

square filters, as well as with the Irix 

Edge IFH-100 filter holder. 

 

  

 

This innovative case allows you to safely store the Irix Edge IFH-100 holder and two filters, plus one 

additional filter in a dedicated pocket. 

  

 

 

  



Capture spectacular photos – Anytime, Anywhere 

 Every landscape photography lover knows that the most effective photos are 

usually taken at dawn or at sunset. It’s these photos that will be remembered 

for a long time. Unfortunately, golden hour  doesn’t last long, and 

photographers only have a limited time to act to use the full potential of this 

magical opportunity. Due to its well thought-out design, the Irix Edge 

Traveller Filter Case is always at hand, and filters are ready for immediate 

use whenever there is sunlight! 

https://youtu.be/svR31CcL7sE 

 

 

Protect Your Filters No Matter Where You Are 
in a quick, light, and safe way. 

 

 High-quality square glass filters are a considerable expense for any photographer, so it’s important 

to protect them well. The Irix Edge Traveller Filter Case allows you to store your filters without any worries - 

the case is made from a durable and water-resistant material which is reinforced on its exterior. The interior 

is lined with a soft material that  helps keep the lenses clean and clear. 

 Irix Edge Traveller Filter Case Features:  

 Compatible with 100mm square filters 

 Combines ease of use, mobility, and exceptional filter protection 

 Can simultaneously hold the Irix Edge IFH-100 holder and three filters 

 High-quality materials: water resistant zipper and exterior; rigid frame and filter-friendly 

interior material 

These solutions result in the best protection for photo filters - against water, dust, and damage. With 

the Irix Edge Traveller Filter Case, your filters are always ready for use. 

https://youtu.be/svR31CcL7sE


  

Discover the world of landscape photography, 

and journey with the Irix Edge Traveller Filter 

Case. 

 

 

The Irix Edge IFH-100 case will be available soon at 

Irix distributors for only 29€. 

 

A complete list of dealers and distributors can be found at: 

https://irixlens.com/dealers-list/ 

 

  

https://irixlens.com/dealers-list/


But that’s not all! 

 With the premiere of the Irix Edge Traveller Filter Case, we’ve prepared a variety 

of sets for you, tailored to the needs of landscape photographers. This allows you to 

achieve amazing results right out of the box! 

Irix Edge 100mm Starter Set 

 

Set Includes: 

 Irix Edge Traveller Filter Case 

 Irix Edge IFH-100 Filter Holder 

 

Description: 

This kit is for any photographer that already has square filters. 

 

 

Irix Edge 100mm Basic Soft 

Set Includes: 

 Irix Edge Traveller Filter Case 

 Irix Edge IFH-100 Filter Holder 

 Irix Edge Soft GND 16 

 

Description: 

 The Irix Edge 100mm Basic Soft Kit includes a filter holder and a 

soft gradient filter, designed for landscapes with an uneven horizon, i.e. in 

forests, cities, and mountains. It’s a basic set for every landscape photographer. 

Irix Edge 100mm Basic Hard 

Set Includes: 

 Irix Edge Traveller Filter Case 

 Irix Edge IFH-100 Filter Holder 

 Irix Edge Hard GND 4 

 

Description: 

 The Irix Edge 100mm Basic Hard Kit includes a filter holder and 

a hard gradient filter, ideal for landscape photography with flat horizon 

lines, such as plains and seaside landscapes. 

 



Irix Edge 100mm Traveller Soft 

Set Includes: 

 Irix Edge Traveller Filter Case 

 Irix Edge IFH-100 Filter Holder 

 Irix Edge Soft GND 16 

 Irix Edge Reverse GND 8 

 

Description: 

 The Irix Edge 100mm Traveller Soft Kit includes a filter 

holder, as well as gradient filters (soft and inverted). Filters with soft 

transitions allow you to photograph a landscape with an uneven horizon, and thanks to the inverted filter, 

you can add unprecedented depth to photos during sunrise and sunset. 

 

Irix Edge 100mm Traveller Hard 

Set Includes: 

 Irix Edge Traveller Filter Case 

 Irix Edge IFH-100 Filter Holder 

 Irix Edge Hard GND 4 

 Irix Edge Reverse GND 8 

 

Description: 

 The Irix Edge 100mm Traveller Hard Kit includes a filter 

holder and two gradient filters (with hard and inverted transitions). 

The hard filter is ideal for landscapes with flat horizons, and the 

inverted filter will allow you to easily photograph sunrises and sunsets. 

 

Irix Edge 100mm Voyager Set 

Set Includes: 

 Irix Edge Traveller Filter Case 

 Irix Edge IFH-100 Filter Holder 

 Irix Edge Soft GND 16 

 Irix Edge Hard GND 4 

 Irix Edge Reverse GND 8 

Description: 

 With this set, your trips and adventures will never be the 

same – and for good reason. The Irix Edge 100mm Voyager Set 

includes a filter holder and soft, hard, and gradient filters. These filters ensure correct exposure in all 

conditions. 



  

Curious about future Irix news or looking for inspiration? Visit: 

Official Website: www.irixlens.com 

Facebook: https://pl-pl.facebook.com/Irixlens/ 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/irixlens/?hl=pl 

http://www.irixlens.com/
https://pl-pl.facebook.com/Irixlens/
https://www.instagram.com/irixlens/?hl=pl

